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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY  

Aware of the national sovereignty of every country according to the United Nations Charter, 

Acknowledging the fact that oil is necessary in order to preserve the current standard of 
living and fulfill a rising energy demand worldwide, 
 
Accepting the findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 
 
Recognizing renewable sources of energy as complementaries to oil, 
 
Taking into account the huge importance of oil to several countries’ economies and the 
disastrous consequences for the global economy of potential national economies’ failure, 
 
Mindful of the specific needs and special situations of the LDCs with regard to funding and 
transfer of technology,  
 
Recognizing also that states may be affected not only by climate change, but also by the 
impacts of the measures taken in response to it,  
 
Taking into consideration the imperatives of a just transition of the workforce and the 
creation of decent work and quality jobs in accordance with nationally defined development 
priorities, 
 
Taking into consideration that demand for oil and gas will require continued investment even 
under aggressive low-carbon scenarios, 
 



 

 
1. Seeks to ensure the stabilization of oil markets in order to secure efficient and regular               

supply of petroleum to consumers and steady income to producers; 
2. Recommends future investments in different economic fields such as, but not limited            

to: 
a. Agriculture,  
b. Education, 
c. Health care,  
d. Renewable energy; 

3. Encourages countries to approach climate change in manners that do not interfere in             
any way with the free market without limiting action to such measures by 

a. allowing energy companies to invest freely, 
b. allowing countries nevertheless to regulate their domestic energy market on          

their own; 
4. Stresses the fact that each country is responsible for fighting climate change as             

agreed through the Paris Agreement; 
5. Recommends the creation of a research facility where all signatories share           

technology and knowledge, in which: 
a. costs will be shared by all countries proportional to their respective GDP, 
b. research will be aimed at developing means harvesting renewable sources of           

energy; 
6. Authorizes nations that have an official claim to the Arctic to drill for crude oil and 

gas; 
7. Calls upon all willing nations to invest into the development of cleaner oil and 

renewable energies in the future in order to diversify our economies and strengthen 
our future position in the world by: 

a. inviting all willing countries to join the research facility in order to facilitate 
more R&D towards cleaner oil and sustainable energy sources to diversify our 
economies, 

b. inviting members and all other interested countries to provide capital and 
expertise to LEDCs in order for them to diversify their economies in specific 
regards to renewable energies, 

c. encouraging the use of environmentally friendly enriching agents, such as 
bioethanol and biodiesel, in fuel and kerosene, 

d. working with the IMF, helping to finance projects which will secure the future 
of said economies, keeping in mind that oil is finite, which makes it necessary 
for the economies to prepare for the inevitable; 

8. Decides to create and fund a project where all willing nations reinvest some of their 
profits in order to improve oil infrastructure in the less economically developed 
nations that request/desire help, by: 

a. establishing that willing nations invest (capital, expertise, support and 
entrepreneurship) in oil infrastructure, agriculture, general infrastructure and 
renewable energies, 

b. establishing an overseeing body so that investing countries can ensure that 
their reinvestments work and that oil production rates actually increase in the 
countries, 



 

c. encouraging GCC and other richer countries to invest in LEDCs, 
d. establishing that the countries with the highest GDP should be the ones 

investing the highest levels of FDI with the approval of the IMF, 
e. declaring that we have to include the IMF by monitoring the investment 

project and to ensure the funds are successfully allocated; 
9. Further decides that all willing countries shall work under a three-step oil market 

development process, by:  
a. setting yearly basic principles, guidelines, and goals towards stability and 

security of global oil markets and oil-producing countries, 
b. biannually analyzing the attainability of the aforementioned goals, 
c. investigating the states’ compliance with these goals. 


